Article on animal telepathic communication
By Jenny Shone

Tina and Charlie
Many years ago I shared my home with two very beautiful bull terrier Labrador
crosses, Tina and Charlie. After spending time in the garden I would walk inside to
find the two of them fast asleep in the lounge. I would decide to play a game with
them so without wakening them I would turn my back on them and THINK; I wonder
if we should go and play with the balls now; when I turned around they would both be
sitting up with the balls in their mouths waiting. I would think, ‘wow’ what clever
dogs. What I hadn’t realized is that I had just sent them a picture of themselves with
the balls in their mouths and they were just responding.
Animals don’t communicate the way we do, they communicate with each other by
sending thoughts, feelings and pictures. If you can learn how to do this and practice
you too can communicate in this way. For example, if you walk out into your garden
and see your dog digging a big hole in your flowerbed, what do you do? You shout
DON’T DIG, without knowing it you have just sent a picture to your dog of himself
digging a hole, he thinks yaaaaaay I'm allowed to dig and carry’s on. It would be
much better to say LETS FETCH THE BALL so we can play, he will then get a
picture of himself fetching the ball.
How many of you have a problem and need to lock your dogs out when your visitors
arrive to prevent your dogs jumping up with muddy paws. The two problems you
have here are:
1) The dogs believe they have done something wrong and are being punished.
2) You being scared of the dogs jumping has put the picture in their minds and
they thinks it’s what is expected of them.
Your dogs feel they are part of the family and should be included and allowed to
welcome visitors. Instead of saying Don’t Jump, try saying KEEP ALL FOUR PAWS
ON THE FLOOR.
All animals communicate telepathically.
Telepathy is a mind-to-mind contact.
Have you ever had the experience of knowing that the phone was going to wring
before it wrings and who was on the other end?
That is telepathy, have you ever had a premonition that something good or bad was
about to happen, telepathy. What about what someone was going to say seconds
before they said it. All this is a form of telepathy.
Every one of us is born with this ability, but as we get older our ability’s start shutting
down because of fear of the unknown or embarrassment people saying don’t be
ridiculas.
People often talk about a left-brain and a right brain, the left-brain is our analytical
practical side, which helps us analyse and make sense of things. Our right brain is our
intuititive and psychic side. This is where our intuition and gut feeling comes from.
Over the years we are made to analyse everything, if it doesn’t make sense it isn’t
true. If we can’t see it it doesn’t exist. People start saying, don’t be ridiculas, it’s not

true, it must be your imagination. After a while our right brain starts to shut down
blocking our intuitive and psychic abilities. Like a muscle we never use. All our GUT
feelings we push aside and say, it can’t be, it must be my imagination. This is how our
psychic ability’s shut down and we start to lose our abilities. Some of us many years
later eventually become aware of our ability’s and decide to reawaken our right brain,
like a muscle that has to start working again. It takes many exercises and lots of time
to reawaken our intuitive abilities.
(Exert from Jenny’s book, ‘Paws & Listen’ to the voices of the animals.)
Have you ever heard the saying? Think before you speak?
Well, where animals are concerned you need to think before you think.
Riff Raff
It was a hot sunny day and I had spent the best part of the day with my horses. I was
tired hot and ready to take a break.
As I stepped in to my TV room I sat down with a sigh. I looked up and in front of me
were all my canine companions. Snoopy and Daisy jack Russell terriers, Maggie a
beautiful bull terrier Labrador cross and Stacey and Riff Raff my very mischievous
Siberian huskies. They were all fast asleep on the couches. I took one look at this lot
and said (telepathically) so guys I see you’re having a hard day in the office today.
With that Riff Raff looked up straight into my eyes and I heard the words in my
head… “Don’t be ridiculous”…after which he turned over and went back to sleep.

